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This �oor is inspired by the Scandinavian design, a design movement characterized by simplicity, 
minimalism and functionality that emerged in the early 20th century, in the �ve Nordic countries. In a 

world where consumerism is the name of the Game, Swiss Hardwoods, Nordic White-Walnut-European 
Oak-Single Strip Engineered wood �oor is a breath of freshness. If the Scandinavian decor is what appeals 

to you and you don’t know where to begin, start by bringing in the minimalist aspect to your aesthetic, 
with the clean beauty of our Nordic White-Walnut �oor.

Nordic White Walnut
SH-PIN-MON-01
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When your space is rather dull, a good way to add more character is by injecting warm through textures. 
Swiss Hardwoods-Monolith collection has a huge Range of Rustic and Distressed e�ect wood �oors to 

match your requirement. Alpaca White-Ash Grey-European Oak-Single Strip with its brushed wood e�ect 
and deep wood grains adds some personality into your living space. Distressed engineered wood �oor 

boards give you the impression of a life lived and matured gracefully. This interesting technique caters to 
a rather tasteful and sophisticated decor choice. Not to forget the beauty and elegance of matt �nish, the 

warm and durability of the oiled surface �oor.

Alpaca White Ash Grey
SH-PIN-MON-02
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In today's modern world,where perfection is the name of the game,the simplicity,rustic beauty and 
distressed e�ect of Swiss Hardwoods-Antique Beige-Walnut is such a refreshing look. A light-coloured 

�oor is a good trick to keep your space looking uncluttered and spacious. The imperfections on this 
plank add character and personality to your living space. The matt �nish and oiled surface of this �oor 
make it rather easy to form a warm and inviting decor as the aged �oor gives the impression of a place 

that has been lived in and turns your house into a home. The uni-clic mechanism of this plank allows for 
quick and easy installation. At Swiss Hardwoods we use Rubio Monocoat® Fire Retardant Oil as our 

surface coating. This natural oil is plant based with no chemicals and is 100% VOC free, safe to use and 
great for the environment.Hence you can rest assured that you are truly closer to Nature.

Antique Beige - Walnut
SH-PIN-MON-03
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With Swiss Hardwoods-Castle Brown-European Oak �oor you could let your personality shine. This 
versatile �oor looks great in any set up and you could embrace some fun prints and shades in your decor. 
The brushed wood grain with its well-de�ned knots and variations de�nitely adds more character to your 
space. This engineered �oor has oiled surface. At Swiss Hardwoods we use Rubio Monocoat® Fire Retard-
ant Oil as our surface coating. Plant based with no chemicals and is 100% VOC free, safe to use and great 
for the environment. For any scratches that appear, unlike lacquered �oors, with an oiled �oor there's no 

need to sand and re�nish the entire �oor. A "spot repair" at the point where the scratch is and a small 
amount of oil is applied to the a�ected area. Very quick and easy to repair.

Castle Brown
SH-PIN-MON-04
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Swiss Hardwoods-Pure-European Oak, is our best-selling product. The �oor adds the texture and 
drama to any living Space,the natural cuts and aging wood grain variations bring in a Countryside- 

farmhouse feel to your home.This Engineered wood plank has a brushed wood grain, with oiled 
surface and matt �nish together with its distressed e�ect and rustic �nish, that adds character and 
personality to your space. At Swiss Hardwoods we use Rubio Monocoat® Fire Retardant Oil as our 
surface coating. Plant based with no chemicals and is 100% VOC free, safe to use and great for the 

environment.This is our best selling �oor that has truly stood the test of time when it comes to 
timeless �oors and �ooring trends.

Pure
SH-PIN-MON-05
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If your style is less minimalist, this rich Chocolate �oor from Swiss Hardwoods-Monolith Collection can 
e�ectively work in your home or o�ce setup. The dark tone adds drama to your space and plays down 
the not so important aspects of your home interiors that you don’t want to highlight. One could easily 

add in some lively and bright whites to the interior to balance the visual heaviness this �oor brings. 
With its dark and rustic e�ect, this �oor creates a space that is modern and chic yet so warm and 

welcoming. This �oor natural beauty is enhanced by using Rubio Monocoat® Oil. An oil �nished �oor 
provides protection from both the inside and outside and prevents water or other irritants getting 

into the wood.

Chocolate
SH-PIN-MON-06
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Light colours and shades have a soothing e�ect on your space and will feel more spacious and airier. 
While wooden �oors are pleasing to the eye and karmic to the soul, Swiss Hardwoods White-Charcoal 

contributes to a calm and centred e�ect in your living area. In fact, this is a perfect �oor for a space 
done in a traditional Scandinavian style. With basic furniture in dark wood with interesting vibrant 

accessories will be a perfect contrast to this �oor. The �oors oiled surface and matt �nish enhances its 
natural beauty and complements your Nordic inspired space. Rubio Monocoat® Oil is Plant based with 
no chemicals and is 100% VOC free. The construction of this engineered �oor is made with eco-friendly 

100% recyclable materials.

Charcoal
SH-PIN-MON-07
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Medium-dark �ooring radiate a re�ned elegance. Dark �oors may really brighten up your room when 
coupled with bright walls and the proper colored décor pieces. Contrast your �oor with brighter, 

cleaner colors in your furniture, walls, and ceiling to help balance your area. It's as if the Swiss 
Hardwoods-Monolith Bourbon-Single Strip-European Oak �oor was speci�cally built for straight-shoot-

ers who view the world with wide eyes and clarity. At Swiss Hardwoods, we believe that beauty 
comes from inside. We utilize Rubio Monocoat® Oils for our surface treatments instead of lacquers to 

enhance the natural beauty of our �ooring.

Bourbon
SH-PIN-MON-09



MAINTENANCE • Extremely quick and clean installation
• Installation without glue, hammer or tapping block
• Strong connections at the top and longitudinal edges

Protect the bottom of furniture and chair legs with strong felt caps to prevent scratching the �oor.
Avoid bringing dirt, water and sand indoors by providing a suitable �oor mat at the entrance door.
Use chairs and seats with soft casters Type W (EN 12590) that are suitable for a wooden �oor or use a 
suitable desk mat.

Lift furniture and never drag it over the �oor.

As with any natural product, sunlight can cause colour variations in the wood’s surface.

When laying a �oating �oor, you can walk on it during and immediately after installation. After laying, 
maintaining a temperature of between 18 °C and 24 °C and a relative air humidity level of between 
45% and 65% is crucial to the performance of the �oor.
During the summer months the air in a room is usually humid for this reason, it is strongly advised to 
maintain constant AC to obtain consistent humidity levels, the room should always be kept well 
ventilated.

Please follow the information and advice of the glue manufacturer regarding drying time.
After laying, maintaining a temperature of between 18 °C and 24 °C and a relative air humidity level of 
between 45% and 65% is crucial to the performance of the �oor. During the summer months the air in 
a room is usually humid for this reason, it is strongly advised to maintain constant AC to obtain 
consistent humidity levels, the room should always be kept well ventilated.

Dry maintenance is possible with micro�ber cloth or with a vacuum cleaner. Make sure it is equipped 
with soft wheels and a special parquet brush to avoid scratches on your �oor. Never use a steam 
cleaner.

Direct wet maintenance is absolutely forbidden, when cleaning with a mop all excess water must 
be fully expelled from the mop, only a damp mop can be used while cleaning the floor with the 
recommended products.

All spillages must be dealt with immediately to prevent permanent damage to the �oor. Remove any 
water or liquids by botting the area with an absorbent towel, do not rub in a circular motion and 
spread the spillage further.

12
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Cleaning
• Extremely quick and clean installation
• Installation without glue, hammer or tapping block
• Strong connections at the top and longitudinal edges

During the manufacturing process Swiss Hardwoods use the oils from the Belgian company Rubio Monocoat to colour 
and protect the �nished �ooring. For this reason, Swiss Hardwoods only recommend the cleaning products that are 
manufactured by Rubio Monocoat for cleaning your �oor.

Please contact your local Swiss hardwood distributor to purchase all the available Rubio Monocoat cleaning and 
maintenance products that are listed below.

To be diluted via dilution control 100 parts clean water to 1 part Rubio Soap. When dilution is 
used in a spray bottle for spot cleaning, is referred to as Surface Care Spray. When dilution is used 
in an approved scrubbing machine or in a -2 bucket damp mop system, it is referred to as Rubio 
Soap Dilution.

Soap Concentrate

Mixture of 100 parts clean water and 1 part Rubio Soap, most commonly used in a spray bottle 
for the cleaning of spot stains.

Surface Care Spray

Serves two purposes:
1. Excellent at cleaning stubborn stains, especially chewing gum;
2. Repairs small areas of damaged �nish (i.e. from application of a solvent such as acetone)

Repairs worn or rough �nish where the color is still intact.

Refresh (aerosol version)

Universal Maintenance Oil

Re-oils areas of worn or damaged �nish. Available in over 40 colors. Colors are mixable.
Formula will vary according to color of the chosen �oor.

Oil Plus 2C
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The random nature of wood and other natural material, from which
our designs are taken, means that significant colour and desing
variation is normal and indeed enhances the natural look of Swiss
hardwoods Products.

We strongly advise that before ordering material, you see a physical
sample of your chosen products.

The policy of the company is one of countinous development and
improvement.  We reserve the right to add or delete products from
the range or to change patterns and/or textures without prior
notification.

SWISS HARDWOODS owns copyright and protection on all designs.


